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Abstract 

In wireless sensor ne主works，the d叫 a泊仕組smitted by radio waves. Sensor nod舗， which 町 'e usedin 
wireless sensor networks， have limited computational power and memory size. The data is vuln町 able
to attack due to the nature of the systems so main凶凶ng confidentiality 泊 an important problem. 
However， i色泊 di値目出企o apply general methods of security to wireless sensor networks. Mos色methods
釘 eb蹴 don∞mmon(se側 ) key cryptosystems or public key cryptosy蜘 ns. Howev町， thωemethods
dono色prot舵色 against node ω，pture attacks. 
In this paper， we propose a  new distribution method resilient against node capture attacks using 

Secr前 Sh釘 ing Scheme. In addition， we will confirm 色he ability of our method to improve resiliency 
a静 inst nodeω，pture attacla， comp町 ing it with TinySec， which 旭 the major security 釘 'chit配 ture of 
wirelωS8叩 80r networks. 

1  Introduction 
Highly confidential inゐrmation relating to fi.elds 
such as crime prevention， healthcare， dis鎚 ter man-
agement， and 5 0  on is 0此en sent across Wireless 
Sensor Networks (WSNs) [1]. In such cases， it is 
important to prevent atta.cks such 錨 eavesdrop-
ping， unauthorized insertion of packets， and data 
compromising. Wirel，伺s data transfer us田 W S N s，
andぬe鶴田or node of W S N s  hωstrong 1imitations 
on the computationa1 resourc倒 andぬ，e amount of 
memory. A nother problem faced by the nodes is the 
energy∞nst凶 nt，鎚 the batteri旬 C釦 run out eas-
ily. Some counterme錦町伺 against this have been 
reported. Among them there is a  method based 
on fault-toleran色techniqu回 . In this method， the 
original data 包 duplicated and transmitted using 
multiple paths to the sink node. W henever some 
intermediate nodes 偲 haust the battery， the sink 
node can receive data byぬ，e voting technique. 
TinySec [2] is one of the most po川町蹴町ity 釘ー
chitectur，偲 to keep data ∞nfidential. TinyS民 prcト
vides mechanisDlS of encryption and authentication 
to W S N s  using the common key cryptosystems. 
This method allows us to overcome eavesdropping 
attacks and authenticate both nodes. However， the 
idea of using a  key creat偲 a Iiew problem， though， 
all common key and pubIic  key cryptosystems have 
a  secret key. The protection of the key is another 

important problem of the security of WSNs. One of 
the popular key protection methods was ftrst pro-
posed by Eschenauser and Gligor [6]. Their main 
idea is b鎚 ed on randomly predistributing a  key to 
each node. W hen two nodes want to communi-
cate with each other， they will se釘 ch to share a  
key. Their method is known 舗色he random key 
pre-distribution scheme (RKP). 即 ( P h舗 been im-
proved by their suc舗 sors [可伊). Most of thωe 
methodsme凶 ioned above become invalid when the 
keys are compromised. To deal with this draw-
back， a  method of scrambling ∞dωa n d  keys [10] 
W 舗 proposed凶 ng∞de obfuscation techniq悶例.
This method required more memory and execution 
time than TinySec. Furthermore， the sharing key 
system generates overhead in ぬe time it take to 
sh紅 'e new keys and control messages. W hen W S N s  
8t町 tsh町 ing a  new key， the ∞ntrol packe旬 are ex-
changed several times. These become the obstacl，回
ofrapid key sharing and the re-key ph舗 ethat must 
be overcome. 
In this paper， we propose a  new distribution 
method rωilient against the node attack 
using Secret Sharing Scheme [11)[12][13). In addi-
tion， we confirm ぬe ability of our method 色o im-
prove resiliency against node cap色町e attack，∞m-
P町 ing it with TinySec. W e  comp町 e the agreement 
time of our scheme to existing m eぬods.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in 
Section 2， we introduce  node capture  attacks and 
some problems with wireless sensor networks.  In 
Section 3， w e  highlight the proposed scheme， re-
spectively. In Section 4， we discuss the performance 
of our scheme against node capture attacks. W e  
concJude the proposed method in Section 5  

2  Fault detection a n d  Security o n  
W S N s  

2.1 M i c a  M o t e  
A  Mote [3J is one of the most popular implemen-
tations of sensor nodes in W S N s.  The platform of 
the Mote varies depending on the type of hardware 
and the  communication devices. Table 1  shows the 
most popular platforms and specifications of the 
Mote.  Each platform has very limited computa-

Table 1: Platforms of Mote and their h町 dware
specifications 

Platform 11 MICAz I  MICA2 I  MICA 
CPU ATmegal28 ATmegal03 
Clock 7.37 7.37 4  
(MHz) 

Progr(akm ByMtee) mozy 128 128 128 

(SkRBAytM e) 4  4  4  
R adio Frequency 2405 31/59/145 33 433/915 
(MHz) 

Maximum lfbpDsa} ta 250 38.4 40 
R ate (  

tional power and memory size co皿 pared to a  P C  
M I C A z  and M IC A 2  have the  same specifications 
other than the communication device. 

W S N s  may be affected by many kinds of attacks.  
This section describes the attacks which are tar-
geted in this paper for W S N s  
Zhang [5J et al. list three kinds of attacks to wire-

less networks: eavesdropping， compromising， and 
node insertion.  A m o n g  these， the eavesdropping 
attack can be prevented by various cryptographic 
methods using  a  common (secret) key. TinySec is 
one of the popular architectures of these methods 
However， systems such as TinySec 町 e compara-
tively weak against node ∞mpromise. Figure 1  
shows the key being compromised by a  node cap-
ture. In this paper， a  node capture attack is defined 

Figure 1: Compromising a  common  (secret) key 
from node capture attacks in TinySec 

描 keysjdata inside a  node being compromised or 
stolen. Once the keysjdata are compromised， they 
become invalid and the system is corrupted. 

The Mote has a  special  operating system for 3  
embedded devices， called TinyOS. The develop- 3.1 

P r o p o s e d  m e t h o d  

A s s u m p t i o n s  ing environment and tools are distributed 田 open
source software. In addition， we use the simulator 
T O S S I M  [4J to check the  behavior on a  reaJ m a-
chine. 

2.2 T h r e a t  m o d e l  o f  n o d e  capture 
attacks 

The nodes in W S N s  use radio wave links to commu-
nicate with each other. In  additios， sensor nod田
need to be exposed to the hostile environment for 
a  long time  to take a  measurement. As a  result， 

In this section， we make the following assumpもions
• Each node which transmits measured data has 
one or more paths to the  sink  node 

.  If the node has m ultiple  paths to the sink， the 
node can distinguish each path with an iden-
tifier 

• A ll of the  nodes pr守 share the same irreducible 
polynomiaJ p(x) 
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穂町'Du

origina1 data 8  by the threshold 5cheme [11][121 
on a  50urωnode. At the 5ame time， the sourω 
node ca1culates the check code (e.g. check 5um， 
hash without key， and 50 on.) 0(8) before dis-
persing the origina1 data 8. A氏erward，the 50urce 
node ca1c叫前回 each sh町 e by theぬreshold 5cheme 
using f(x) = αo+27二iαj Xi over GF(2m )  from 
the origina1 data， 8， -and the chec:主∞de value， 
0(8)， individua11y. The random integers向。=
1，2，・・・，k -1) 町 e generated by each source node. 
Suppose that the calculated sh釘 e from the check 
∞de is d阻 oted 鎚C i . E叫 share (Ui， Vi， Ci) is 
transmitted a10ng an appropriate path. W hen each 
share reaches the sink node， it 泊 decrypted using 
Lagrange's interpolation method[111 [121. At this 

Figure 2: Assu m p色ions of the proposed method time， the sourωnode do偲 not seek an agr関 ment
on the thr関 hold value with the sink node. This 

|Source Node I  mrestt剥紬eme m e組 s the ωu ωn o d e  can change 色he thr回hold
value at anytime without having ω ∞ns叫.t with 

i  P.!!!1.!!l=.ιt h e  sink node. 
iPa幼ID・u， In a  W S N  such 絹泊 Figure 2， we consider two -一一 typωof emergent eve凶 s: a  node fault and a  node 
l弛. 旦品 capture. H  a  node faul色O C CUrB， the data cannot be 

M Thr凶 !old紬 emo transmitted to any its neighboring nodes. O n  the ，__ n--o.... other hand， if a  node isωptured by an advers釘 y，
Data' chDd(倒8 i色can be manipulated in any number of ways. In 
学J this papぽ， we assume 色hat the captured node fab-rr C'............. ricates the transmi悦ed data. As the result， W S N s  
斗 are cl鰯述ed 凶 0 4 c舗回 : (吋 wiぬout anyevent; 

(b) with one or more node fa叫t(s); (c) with one ω 
more nodeωpture(s); (d) without any event but 
re-routing. 
H  the sink node uses our method ゐ，r decryption， 
ω ，e  (a) is ident泊ed ifぬe data is dec抑制伽

-'1 3: Conceptua1 diagram of our (b) and (c) have occurred山 fails the 
method verifiω，tion by check ∞de after being decrypted; 
Figure 2  shows a  node which h鎚 three paths to 
the sink node. Each path can be distinguished by 
I D  =  'Ul， 'U2， 'U3・W hile the routing protocol for 
the method of finding multiple paths is outside the 
scope of this paper， the sequence numbers of the 
route requω色packets and route reply packe色s can 
be utilized for ID. 

a n d ωe  (d) if the data is decrypted correct1y  b凶
the thr回 hold number do偲 not match. 
If captured nod関 fabricate the path ID， the 
source node creates sh紅白 utiliz泊g it. Because of 
色he inconsistency between ぬe fabricated and∞F  
rec色pathID， the sink node can n侃 calculate∞町制
decrypted data. 

3.3 Algorithm 
3.2 Overview and key idea of pro- W e  dωcribe the algori伽 ns and the procedures of 

posed method the source/sink node using Figure 3. 
The conceptua1 diagram of our proposed method procedure of source node First of a11， each 
is illustrated in Figure 3. Our， basic idea is to uti- source node ca1culates the C R C  (Cyclic Re-
lize the dispersa1 of the information to protect the dundancy Code) value， C(8)， from the own 
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original data 8. Each source node ca1culates 
sh町民的 and Ci，舗 follows:

Vi =  8 +芝ンバ，

ble 2，“TinyOS" does not include security support， 
“τ'iny8ec" shows Tiny8ec with Skipjack， and“Pro-
posed" shows our propo民 d method. Table 2  shows， 
for each of the three methods， memory size is in ac-

(1) ceptable range of R A M  and R O M .  number 
within the table in p釘 enth田錦 shows the ratio of 
the valu回 to its “Tiny OS." The R O M  size of our 

ci =  0(8)+ (2) method 泊s ma11erぬan that of “TinySec，" because 

where α，; (j =  1，2，・・・，k-1) 釘 e random num-
bers 姐 d 1勾包 path ID. Equations (1) 加 d (2) 
町 'e calculated over GF(2m ). W e  employ a  
(k，n) thr偲 hold scheme to produce n  sh町民
where n  >  k. 

procedure of sink node The sink node 
grange's interpolation method to calculate the 
decrypted data 8' and its C R C  va1ue 0'(8) u仔
ingsh紅白 from the so町 cenode. The accuracy 
of the decrypted data， 8'， is checked by com-
parison between C R C  value of decrypted data， 
0(8')， and decrypted C R C  value 仕o m sh町叫
0'(8). 

3.4 I mplementation of proposed 
method 

Using the proposed method， w e  implemented the 
prototype system onぬ，e TinyOS 1.15 with nesC， a  
compiler. Table 2  shows the comparison of mem-
ory size in the implementation of the proposed 
method. O n  implementation， w e  use GF(28)  and 
p(x) = が+ x7+x2+x+1 fortheぬr田 hold scheme， 
and the C RC-16 function 企o m the ITU-T C R C  
stand町 d [14] with 916(X) =  xI6+XI2+x5+1. In T a  

Table 2: C o m p釘 ison of memory size for various 
platforms and methods 

M I C  

the calculation of thr，偲hold scheme 釘 e more light 
weight than the key b邸 edcηpωsystems. How-
ever， the R A M  size of our method is larger than 
that of 'Tiny8ω." 1色恒 1町 ge due in pぽ tωbuffer
size needed to store each share until finishing the 
888ωJc叫ation.

4  Simulation results 創 ld discussion 
4.1 Experiment for eva1uation 
W e  defi.ne  resiliency against single node captureω 
the security of WSNs. W e  determine the reliability 
ofWSNs on ぬe 位 pected number of ∞mpromised 
nodes， which are equivalent to stolen data. In 00-
dition， w e  also evaluate 低，ecution time and to凶
size of the transferred packets， which 釘 'e the over-
head of 色he system. For 色he 慌 periment，w e  use 
the topology illustrated in Figure 4. The network 

__3OFeet 30Feet 

6-eri--em--eJ30制
:  NodeO 
(Slnk) I  30Feet 

- φN o d竺---ゐ竺...4?。ω
Figure 4: The topology of the experime凶

h邸 a la悦ice ∞凶isting of one sink node and nine 
source nodes. The packe色loss rate of 色he system 
W 錨 generated by LossyBuilder， to reflect the re-
sults of MICA2. In the 叙 periment，the multipath 
針。m the source node to sink w ，鎚 determined au-
tomatically by packet loss rate. W hen the packet 
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loss rate of a  link 包 5 %  or above， the link is 邸 -
sumed to be disconnected. W e  set up 色he route 
fromω.ch source node to も，he sink with static rout-
ing. In the (k， n) threshold scheme， we employ the 
value of threshold of k  =  n. 

Table 3: Results of el中eriments

methodsoωnot tou鴎 it on a  node that h鎚 1hop. τ'able 4  shows 色he res叫ts of our observed data. In 
Table 4，“Modified" means the modified method 
mentioned above; “Proposed" means the original 
proposed method. The r，飽ults of Table 4  indicate 
that our “Modified" method can reduce the over-
head by decre邸 ing the execution time， amount of 
packets， and amount of memory， without perfor-・

-mance degradation of the resiliency (of single node 
Items 11 TinyOS  I  TinySec I  Proposed I  capture attacks). 

Number of data 
streams when a  1.87 1.87 1.51 
single node (1.00) (0.81) 

W 回∞Impro凶 sed
Exeωtion time 1.36 1.40 4.20 
(sec) (1.03) (3.08) 

Amount of data 36.0 41.0 124 
(Byte) (1.14) (3.“)  

Table 3  shows the r，回ults of色he 偲 periment. All 
data in Table 3  are the average of 10 trials. The 
bracketed numbers in Table 3  indic成田 an increas-
ing ratio b邸 ed on each value of its “TinyOS." As 
seen in Table 3  the proposed improvement in the 
ratio of execution time and the number of p舵 kets.
Meanwhile， we have elimina;色edぬe captured of the 
sink node by third party. Next， we consider the 
relation between the shortest number of hops and 
金action of data ∞，mpromised. W e  determine the 
仕action of data compromised versus the shortest 
hops on the probab出色y of stolen data of a  node 
with the short偲 t hops， when a  single node is cap-
tured. Figure 5  showsぬe仕'action of data comprか
mised versus the shortest hops. Figure 5  indicat回
that our proPosed method be∞m 回 more effective 
ωthe number of hops increas倒 .
O n 色he sh釘 ed secret or public key based cryp-
tosystems， the system needs to re-key when it de-
tects compromising keys and so on. W hen the sys-
tem changes the keys of two nodes， the nodes must 
exchange the information to create new keys a  num-
ber of times. As a  r'回 ult，the key b鎚 ed systems 
affect the length of the hops. However， our system 
can change the threshold number and the polyno-
mial f(x) witho凶 any agreement. This is the sig岨
nificant advantage over the key b鎚 ed systems. 

4.2 Overhead 

官3ω 
0.6 r・

・20.5
0  ‘-E  OA o  u  
J9 0.3 
伺可ヨ
ち 0.2z  。
宮0.1... u. 。

2  3  4  5  
Mlnlmum hop coun包加出esink node 

Figure 5: Fraction of data compromised and sho凶ー
回 t hops 仕o m nodes to sink 

Table 4: Overhead comparison of Modified and 
Propo関 d methods 

Items 1I I  Proposed I  
Number of data streams 
when a  single node was 1.51 (0.81) 1.51 (0.81) 

compromised 
Execution time (sec) 3.05 (2.24) 4.20 (3.08) 
Amount of data (Byte) 90.2 (2.51) 124 (3.44 
R O M  (kByte) 12.3 (1.14) 12.7 (1.17 )  
R A M ( B目的- (1.13) 521(1.18) 

5  Conclusion 
N o w  we willlook at the overhead of nodes that have ln many cぉes，the sensor nodes 釘 e expo回 d to 
1  hop to the sink node. 羽目emodified the proposed the environment for a  long time. Therefore node 
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ωp色町e attacks 鎚 sociated wiぬ stea1ing nod倒紅e
impo凶ant to take into ac∞un色when considering 
network security. 
In this paper， we proposed applying the Seぽ 'et
Sharing Scheme 凶 a new method resilient to node 
capture attacks. This method w，槌 implemented on 
the Mote nodω. In a.ddition， we performed 
叫ations with TOSSIM. Fro mぬe 偲 periments，we ∞nfirmed that our method is more effiωiveagainst 
node capture attacks than the ぽ istingTinySec sys-
tem is. Additiona11y， we found our method tends 
to be more effective as the number of hops to sink 
node incr，斜路es. O n  the other hand， we were able 
to observe an incre舗 ed overhead on shorter hop 
nodes. W e  have shown a  countermeasure capable 
of reducing withou色degrading the 
r四 ilience of node capture attacks. 
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